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World Valued Sights Are Our’s Free
Image Susan Carden

Discarded outers from our local spider crabs during the June community moult under the
BLairgowrie Pier To see some rare video of such from Jack Breedon, click here

In Our Bay Waters

Special Image Mike Cleeland

Above a local cone shell found locally, most commonly off the BLSC . Here right we have
a view of a cone with its various appendages exposed. The proboscis carries a harpoon,
and the rarely seen nostrum is an extrudable mouth, that it uses to swallow small fish
that it spears. The siphon functions as a ‘nose’ and more...
left from Matt
McArthur’s facebook
page.
Upper and lower views of
recently alive Heart
Urchin found near Portsea.

Most of no doubt have
seen similar before , but in
smaller fossil form from
the fossil beds along the
Beaumaris/Mentone cliffs..
Right. Looks like an austrocochlea constricata’s
playing stacks on the mill!
Left. From Di Whaley , is what
the museum say is a little dog
whelk, but no-one ever seems
to have seen a ‘bluey’ before.
Found along the Tea House
Beach area.
Image Peter Lamshed
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Recent Events
Sixteen of us braved a wintry night to
hear Dr Liz Morris of Melbourne University provide an excellent summary of the
ideas behind our current water testing
methodologies.
She was peppered with questions after
her talk. With Beth away interstate, Ken
Blackman represented the committee,
briefed a us all very well on recent MCRP
events, and thanked Liz with a bottle of
wine..

The winter solstice walk was an outstanding success. 90% of registrants attended despite
heavy seas, gale force winds and rain... And, it was arguably the coldest day of the year.
Perfect for a winter solstice event!
A happyturnout
and all
stayed the
distance
Many
asked
about
about next
year at
which they
would like
to bring
friends.

Our thanks to Ray Lewis and Virginia Mosk,
And especially Murray Orr, John Buckeridge
and Betty Lewis, for taking the sea country,
fossils, geology and native plants talks, along
the way.

This young lady was delighted to test the uses for
banksia flower cones
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Eclectic
Rob Gardiner

Rob Gardiner kept our winter solstice dive ‘tradition to be’ alive by being
our sole MCRP member to attend on the day. (Water temp 10.5 degrees,
time in water 2 hours and with a 7ml suit]. Proud of you Rob!
We hope we can do better next year and that it will be as successful as
the Solstice walks.
Rob, (who is an outstanding environmental photographer) has begun running introductory coursers on marine photography courses around the top
of the Bay.

At the new Beaumaris Secondary College formal opening, our most august
member, Bob Whiteway OAM, was
publically honoured with having the
schools resource centre named after
him. The attending crowd numbered
close to 1000 for this and associated
events in the magnificent auditorium
STOP PRESS.
A week later and despite very poor conditions indeed, Chris and Richard Forbes joined Rob,
in our winter solstice bravado, board of honour.

Image : Murray Orr

A live fish having a rest under a rock above the waterline near the Mentone Cliffs. A rare sight! Does
anyone know what it is?
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Feel The Love 4. A Parks Vic Event

Conviviality, networking & knowledge where the highlights
In late July, Mark Rodrigue of Parks Victoria ran their 4th biennial marine conference at the
Lord Somers Camp on the Mornington Peninsula. It was a great success. Members from MCRP
and MESAC were fortunate to attend, along with many others.

The location was stunning
Amy provided a most excellent
presentation on MCRP activities

Image : Murray Orr

A view of the main compound
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The Mushroom Reef visit was a highlight
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This and That
This report from Hazel. One can readily see why this community action is so beneficial to
our local marine and social environment.
“There were 29 of us cleaning the beach at Black Rock, south of Half Moon Bay yesterday.
Great to see lots of families participating and enjoying the sunshine and calm conditions.
Everyone did a brilliant job yesterday, which is evident from the amount of rubbish collected; 30 bags of litter in total and roughly 85 Kg in weight (due to some large and heavy
items e.g. a tyre, beach umbrella, wood, clothing and glass bottles).
Most common items were; nurdles, small fragments of different plastics and wrappers,
cigarette butts (roughly 860 collected) and polystyrene. Recyclables; we collected 25 glass
bottles, 18 plastic bottles and 15 cans. We also found a plastic crate, bricks, gas canisters,
bottle tops, adhesive padding & filler foam, lolly sticks, straws & fishing gear (lures, line &
part of a rod).
Thanks again to all those that helped!” Hazel

Image from Christine ONeill

Here a very rare sight. So many PJ Egg cases stranded on the boat ramp at Dromana’s
Anthonys Nose. It is probably the result of having a lack of secure anchorage for such egg
cases on the local reef, combined with the sieve like effect of the local ramp. Such finds a
common there, but very rarely so many all at once. (Anecdotally, such seems common
around the two bays system at the moment). Christine posted this on the Marine Friends of
Victoria Facebook page.. Click here to have a look at that useful site. (You can join it).
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With increasing interest in this mailer and also
increasing contributions from other ‘Baysiders’, it is
time to expand the content accordingly so as to be
more inclusive
We now have in excess of 300 subscribers, and with
some of them kindly resending the mailer to an unknown number of other groups.
The fourth book in our Ricketts Point Sanctuary
series will be out before Christmas. It will be
definitive and well illustrated , and cover our local
foreshore plants. Like the previous three books in
this series, it will be a limited print run, and sell out
fast. Price $30 and copies may be reserved through
contacting the editor

Check this shortcut to Kade Mills’s Seaslug
Report, including excellent nudibranch images of all species found on the day. A great
future reference for us all. Click here
After two more annual surveys, Kade plans to
issue a small nudibranch reference book to
participants.
Many of you will be aware of the
outstanding film by Chris Jordan "Albatross",
that is a great resource for all those interested
in the issues of marine plastic pollution.
The full film has been generously been made
available free of cost for any that would like to
see it. Click here

This new book
from Fiona Scott
in Tasmania
seems excellent
and should cover
our southern
waters as well.
The editor has a
copy on order
should anyone be
interested.

…. Next issue October 2018

Image from John Eichler

There is plenty non marine life to see along
our foreshore too, as these splendid
Polyphores on a log in our Tea House
Gardens attest.
Fossils Expo. MESAC and the newly
formed Bayside Earth Sciences Society inc
will be holding an inaugural fossils event at
the BYC from 9.30 till 2.30 on Sunday the
26th
August. Gold coin entry, and
experts will be there from 11.30 for two
hours, to identify what you bring along. A
rare opportunity indeed. Tell others...
Coffee and the fabulous views are an extra!

